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where l/ju=&2n+1 - a*n+I and the summation 2 begins at n=1. The surface density / at any point of the external conductor is found by interchanging (a, 1) and (u, v), the sign of the first term being also changed. This problem is discussed in a nearly similar manner in Maxwell's Electricity.
Ex. 3. A shell is bounded internally by a nearly spherical surface whose equation is r=6(l + 2ton) and is acted on by an electrical point situated at its approximate centre. Prove that the electrical density p at any point P of the surface is given by 47r62p= - E {1 - S (n+2) vn}9 where the origin is at the electrical point, E is the quantity of electricity at that point and the summation S begins at n=l.
Ex. 4. A nearly spherical conductor, which is also a solid of revolution with the approximate centre near the axis, is placed in a uniform field of force whose potential is MX where the axis of x is the axis of the solid conductor. Find the law of distribution of electricity on the surface when the charge is given.
The surface being one of revolution about the axis of reference and also nearly spherical, its equation referred to an origin on the axis can be expressed in the form
where all the coefficients Alt A%, &c. are small. Similarly we may express the surface density in the form
p=D (l+I^Pj+BoPo + ffcc.)..............................(2).
If the conductor were accurately spherical, the expression for p would be of the form Z)(l4-jB1cos0) (Art. 406, Ex. 4). It follows that when the surface is nearly spherical the coefficients J32, £?3 &c. are small, but B1 is not necessarily small.
Proceeding as in Art. 420, we make the potential at an internal point E whose coordinates are (r', 6'} equal to a constant K.
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where q is the cosine of the angle between the radii vectores r, r'.    Expanding and equating the several powers of r' to zero, we find
I
;,i_iQ«=0   or    -J/COS0' ...........................(4)
according as ?i>l or =1.   Here Qn is a Legendre's function of q.
To find the constants Bl , J52, &c. it will be sufficient to put the point E in some convenient positions. Let us place R on the axis, then q = p, the Legendre's function Qn becomes Pn, and cos0' = l. We then have when ?i = l
1 + 7?3P3 + ...)/V7w= -M ........................ (5).
Since $PmPidp = Q, this gives          B^-SMfiirD ................................. (G).
When 7i>l we have, since B» &c., At &c. are small
1Pndij = 0 ...... (7).
The first line presents no peculiarity and reduces to {Bn-(n- l)4M}2/(2w + l). Since Px=p the integral in the second line may be written %AK $PKPnpdp. Now by Art. 273                 (n + 1) Pn+, - (2n + I)p Pn + n Pn^ = 0,

